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Abstract
This paper is the result of having read a series of recent papers on the quadrature formula for matrix integrals, which
caused a strong want of clarifying the circumstances. For this purpose, we have had to revise orthogonality for matrix
polynomials being supported by a desire of using means adequate to needs and at the same time of trying to simplify the
set-up. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Orthogonality of polynomials with matrix coe=cients has found growing interest for the decade
(cf. [1,4–6,8–10] as a selection of references). Because orthogonality is intimately related to Hilbert
spaces in case of such polynomials a problem appears: the choice is either to pass to more abstract
algebraic structures or to enrich the setup so far existing. In any case, one should be aware of the
fact that bringing over to the new situation old truths has to be done with some care. In this paper,
we intend to keep up the Hilbert space approach.
1. The Hilbert space of positive denite forms
A rather common conviction is that positive de;niteness creates a Hilbert space. However, if
one tries to make it concrete, it turns out that it may take diverse forms. Fortunately, there is a
unifying approach, well deserving of appreciation, which is general enough to cover most of the
cases appearing in a natural way in diBerent circumstances; this is a construction given in [16] which
serves for bounded operators (everyone agrees it is very little to do in a Hilbert space if one wants
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to avoid considering operators in it) and an extension of it to the unbounded operator case (which
is given in the very convenient language of forms) [12]: both are based on the reproducing kernel
property (the ;rst account of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space is in [2], for more contemporary
exposition see [13]). Below we itemize the crucial steps of this construction (after [12]) in a special
case of an Abelian semigroup with identical involution which is su=cient for what we intend to
demonstrate here.
Let S be an Abelian semigroup, in multiplicative notation, having a unit 1 and let E be a normed
space. A mapping ! :S × E × E → C is said to be a form over (S;E) if !(s; ·;−); s ∈ S, is a
sesquilinear form. It is said to be positive de5nite if for any ;nite sequence s1; : : : ; sn of members
of S and f1; : : : ; fn of vectors in E
n∑
i; j=0
!(sisj; fi; fj)¿0:
If ! is a positive-de;nite form, setting ’s;f(t; g)
df=!(st; f; g) we get a complex function ’s;f de;ned
on S×E, linear combinations of which form an inner product space, say D, with the inner product 1
extended linearly from
〈’s;f; ’t;g〉= !(st; f; g); s; t ∈S; f; g ∈ E:
The completion of D, call it H!, can be still realized as a space of functions on S× E (which is
a nice feature of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space); the important property is these functions are
conjugate linear in the second variable. This space enjoys the reproducing kernel property
’(s; f) = 〈’; ’s;f〉; ’ ∈H; (s; f) ∈S× E: (1)
Now, it is a right time for some operators in H! to be introduced. For this we need the semigroup
structure of S. So, set
(s)’t;f
df=’st;f; D()
df= lin{’t;g; t ∈S; g ∈ E}:
We get immediately from (1) that (s) is a symmetric operator. The von Neumann theorem implies
it has equal de;ciency indices (take a conjugation J which extends in the conjugate linear way to
H! the mapping 2 ’s;f → ’s;f∗ , where f∗ df=∑ Jf for f =∑ f; {f} being an arbitrarily
;xed Hamel basis of E). So, it always has a self-adjoint extension in H! (a number of conditions
for the operator (s) to be bounded can be found in [11]).
The important property of the family (s) is its multiplicativity, that is
(s)(t)’= (st)’; ’ ∈ lin{’t;g; t ∈S; g ∈ E}:
2. The basic interrelation
The algebra of all complex (N × N )-matrices, N ∈ N, is denoted here by MN ; I stands for the
identity matrix in MN . If we think of members of MN as linear operators on the Hilbert space
1 In this paper 〈·;−〉 stands for inner product regardless of the space in question; a careful reader will not have any
problem with this convention.
2 The author would like to thank Antonio DurKan for pointing him out that the previous version of the argument was
too short to be true.
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CN , we can use the notation coming from there instead of the rather inconvenient notation here of
conventional linear algebra. Thus, for A ∈MN and f ∈ CN ; Af is just an action of the matrix A
(as an operator) on a vector f without paying any attention to the shape of the vector f. Also, A∗
will stand for the Hilbert space adjoint of the matrix A which coincides with the algebraic transpose
for real matrices. To complete this paragraph we denote by ei; i = 1; : : : ; N the canonical zero-one
basis of CN .
Besides the Hilbert space CN , we are going to consider in;nite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and to
distinguish them and their operators from ;nite-dimensional ones we will use bold upper case letters
for the preceding objects.
By a positive de5nite MN -valued measure M we understand here an N × N -matrix of complex
Borel measures (i; j)Ni; j=1 on R such that 〈M ()f;f〉¿0 for any Borel subset  of R and any vector
f in CN . Finally, by
∫
R x
kM (dx) we understand the matrix (
∫
R x
ki; j(dx))Ni; j=1 provided the integrals
composing the entries of the matrix are ;nite and this is what we suppose in this paper to hold for
any k.
Now to a given measure M as above we attach a Hilbert space constructed as in the previous
section. For the semigroup S we choose the multiplicative semigroup C[X ] (= the algebra of all
complex polynomials in a single (real) variable X ) and let E=CN . The resulting Hilbert space HM
is composed of complex functions on C[X ]× CN , which are in fact conjugate linear in the second
variable forms, 3 and the functions ’p;f; p ∈ C[X ]; f ∈ CN de;ned as
’p;f(q; g)
df=
∫
R
p(x)q(x)〈M (dx)g; f〉; q ∈ C[X ]; g ∈ CN
form a total set in HM . Let us recall that the inner product in HM is de;ned by extending
〈’p;f; ’q;g〉 df=
∫
R
p(x)q(x)〈M (dx)f; g〉; q ∈ C[X ]; g ∈ CN
to the whole of HM . For n¿ 0 denote by H
(n)
M the subspace of HM composed of all elements
’p;f; degp6n− 1; f ∈ CN . The space is at most nN -dimensional (Hilbert) space. In case
n∑
k;l=0
∫
R
xk+l〈M (dx)fk; fl〉= 0⇒ f1 + · · ·+ fn = 0; (2)
H(n)M is precisely of dimension nN . Indeed, if some of ’Xk ;ei (there are nN of them) were linearly
dependent, then it would be the case that
0 =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
k; i
k; i’X k ; ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
∑
k;l; i; j
k; i Jl; j
∫
R
xk+l〈M (dx)ei; ej〉
=
∑
k;l
∫
R
xk+l
〈
M (dx)
∑
i
k; iei;
∑
j
l; jej
〉
;
which, by (2), would give all k; i to be zero.
The above equalities gives us in fact
3 It might be tempting to start playing with tensor product here but we intensionally abandon this bearing in mind just
simplicity.
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Proposition 1. Let n⊂{1; : : : ; N} and i ⊂N be 5nite sets. Then the set {’Xk ;ei ; k ∈ i ; i ∈ n} is
composed of linearly independent elements if and only if∑
k;l∈i ; i; j∈n
k; i Jl; j
∫
R
xk+l〈M (dx)ei; ej〉= 0⇒ k; i = 0; k ∈ i ; i; j ∈ n: (3)
If this happens; dim lin{’Xk ;ei ; k ∈ i ; i ∈ n}= #n × #i .
Now, the main point of this section comes.
Theorem 2. Given a sequence {Ak}∞k=0⊂MN ; the following facts are equivalent:
(i) the sequence {Ak}∞k=0 is positive de5nite; that is
∑n
k; l=0〈Ak+lfk ; fl〉¿0 for any
sequence f0; : : : ; fn ∈ CN ; and A0 = I ;
(ii) there is a unique (up to unitary isomorphisms) Hilbert space H ; a symmetric operator A in
H with equal de5ciency indices and an isometry V :CN → H such that D(A) is invariant for
A; lin{AkVf;f ∈ CN ; k = 0; 1; : : :}=D(A) and
Ak = V∗AkV ; k = 0; 1; : : : ;
(iii) there is a positive-de5nite MN -valued measure M on Borel subsets of R with
M (R) = I (4)
and such that
Ak =
∫
R
xkM (dx) k = 0; 1; : : : ; (5)
(iv) for any n ∈ N there is a spectral measure 4 E(n) in H(n)M such that
〈Akf; g〉=
∫
R
xk〈E(n)(dx)’1;f; ’1; g〉; k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2n− 1; f; g ∈ CN ; (6)
the spectral measure E(n) is uniquely determined by the requirement H(n)M = lin{’Xk ;f; k =
0; 1; : : : ; n− 1; f ∈ CN};
(v) for any n ∈ N and any ¿ 0 there is a spectral measure E(n; ) in H(n)M such that∣∣∣∣〈Akei; ej〉 −
∫
R
xk〈E(n; )(dx)’1; ei ; ’1; ej〉
∣∣∣∣¡; k = 0; 1; : : : ; 2n− 1; i; j = 1; : : : ; N:
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Use the construction in the preceding section with S=N and E= CN .
(ii)⇒ (iii): Set M (·) df=V∗E(·)V where E is the spectral measure of A.
(iii) ⇒ (iv): The operator (1) de;ned on HM according to the rules of the preceding section
as (X )’p;f
df=’Xp;f is symmetric. If n is the orthonormal projection of HM onto H(n)M , then
A(n) df= n(X )|H(n)M (7)
4 That is an orthogonal projection valued measure.
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is a symmetric operator in a ;nite-dimensional Hilbert space H(n)M , hence, it is selfadjoint. Taking
E(n) to be its spectral measure we can go on as follows:
〈Ak+l+1f; g〉=
∫
R
xk+l+1〈M (dx)f; g〉= 〈’Xk+1 ;f; ’X l;g〉
= 〈(X )’Xk ;f; ’X l;g〉= 〈n(X )’Xk ;f; ’X l;g〉
= 〈A(n)’Xk ;f; ’X l;g〉=
∫
R
x〈E(n)(dx)’Xk ;f; ’X l;g〉
=
∫
R
xk+l+1〈E(n)(dx)’1;f; ’1; g〉:
(iv)⇒ (v): Trivial.
(v)⇒ (i): Straightforward and easy.
Comments: The proof is by necessity somewhat sketchy; an interested reader should not expect
any problem while trying to implement it.
Implication (i)⇒ (iii) is in fact a solution of the matrix Hamburger moment problem and many
versions of this are known in the literature (even in more general in;nite-dimensional form), see
[15,16,11,7]. Our choice of the space H is one of the possible, its advantage is that it provides us
with the most elementary and a very concrete construction.
Implication (iii) ⇒ (iv) gives the quadrature formula and this is what we intend to focus on in
what follows. Condition (v) can be viewed as a kind of approximate quadrature formula existence
of which, as our Theorem says (for more about this cf. [14]), is equivalent to existence of exact (in
the sense of (iv)) formula. Take notice of the appearance of the uniqueness assertion in (iv).
Remark. The condition A0 = I in (i) can always be achieved from A0 = 0 by re-normalization if
one notices that, because the sequence {An}∞n=0 is positive de;nite, N(An)⊂N(An+1) (the Schwarz
inequality), which (symmetricity of AN ) together with CN =N(An) ⊕ R(An) (the kernel and the
range of An, resp.) enables the suitable inverse to reduce all the matrices in question. The same
applies to (4).
3. Quadrature formula
Let us take a closer look at (iii) ⇒ (iv). For p; q ∈ C[X ] with degp; deg q6n − 1; due to the
fact that E(n) is a spectral measure, we have∫
R
xp(x)q(x)E(n)(dx) = (Xp Jq)
(∫
R
xE(n)(dx)
)
:
This allows us to combine (5) and (6) so as to get∫
R
xp(x)q(x)〈M (dx)f; g〉=
〈
(Xp Jq)
(∫
R
xE(n)(dx)
)
f; g
〉
: (8)
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Notice∫
R
〈M (dx)f; g〉= 〈f; g〉=
〈
p0
(∫
R
xE(n)(dx)
)
’1;f; ’1; g
〉
;
where p0(x) = 1. Thus, we can deduce from (8)
Corollary 3 (Quadrature formula # 1). Given an MN -valued measure M; for any n¿0 we have∫
R
p(x)〈M (dx)f; g〉= 〈p(A(n))’1;f; ’1; g〉
=
〈
p
(∫
R
xE(n)(dx)
)
’1;f; ’1; g
〉
; p ∈ C[X ]; degp62n− 1: (9)
The middle and the most right-hand side expressions in (9) make up just the quadrature formula 5
for theMN -valued measure M , the most basic one under the circumstances we consider in this paper.
This is because the polynomial p on the right-hand side of (9) is in a ;xed matrix
∫
R xE
(n)(dx)
which makes it an integral with respect to a convex combination of point masses. To see this better
we bring about this formula to look like someone would expect it to, and, in particular, to express
it by means of orthogonal (matrix) polynomials.
4. Where are the orthogonal polynomials?
For the procedure we are going to introduce in what follows we relax assumption (4).
Begin at gathering all the elements {’Xk ;ei ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; i = 1; : : : ; N} and ordering them as
’1; e1 ; : : : ; ’1; eN ; ’X;e1 ; : : : ; ’X;eN ; : : : ; ’X k ; e1 ; : : : ; ’X k ; eN ; : : : : (10)
For k; l = 0; 1; : : : and i; j = 1; : : : ; N introduce the following notation: (l; j)
N
¡(k; i) or (l; j)
N
6(k; i)
means 16i; j6N and lN + j¡kN + i or lN + j6kN + i, respectively.
Given a sequence {{wk; i}Ni=0}∞k=0 of nonzero numbers, de;ne inductively the sequence {{ k; i}Ni=0}∞k=0
of elements of HM by
 0; i
df=’1; ei ; i = 1; : : : ; N;
 k; i
df=wk; i’X k ; ei −
∑
(l; j)
N
¡ (k; i)
〈wk; i’X k ; ei ;  l; j〉 l; j: (11)
From (11) we get immediately
()  k; i⊥lin{ l; j; (l; j) N¡(k; i)};
(#) lin{ l; j; (l; j)
N
6(k; i)}= lin{’Xl; ej ; (l; j)
N
6(k; i)}.
Because
‖ k; i‖2 = |wk; i|2

‖’Xk ;ei‖2 − ∑
(l; j)
N
¡ (k; i)
|〈’Xk ;ei ;  l; j〉|2

 ;
5 We would like to point out the book [3], with pleasure of course, as a ;rst introduction to the matter.
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 k; i = 0 if and only if ’Xk ;ei is linearly independent of all those  l; j’s, (l; j)
N
¡(k; i) which are
diBerent from zero. Thus, we can rede;ne the sequence {{wk; i}Ni=0}∞k=0 so as {{ n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0 to satisfy
($) 〈 k; i k; i〉= 1 provided  k; i = 0.
Call a sequence like { n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0, satisfying (#) and ($) semi-orthonormal. If, in addition, it is
related to (10) by () we say it is the semi-orthonormalization of {{’Xn;ei}Ni=1}∞n=0.
Notice that the sequence { n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0 is orthonormal if and only if the sequence {’Xn;ei}Ni=1}∞n=0 is
composed of linearly independent elements, in which case (11) just performs the standard
Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization. Like in the one-dimensional case we get the following recur-
rence relation.
Proposition 4. The semi-orthonormal sequence {{ n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0 satis5es
(X ) k; i =
∑
(k−1; i)
N
6(l; j)
N
6(k+1;i)
a(k; i)l; j  l; j (12)
with a(k+1; i)k+1; i = 0.
Denote by MN [X ] the (noncommutative) algebra of matrix polynomials. So, if P belongs to
MN [X ] one may have a wish to write it in diBerent alternative forms as
P =
∑
k
P(k)X k =
∑
k
(p(k;s; t))Ns; t=0 X
k =
(∑
k
p(k;s; t)X k
)N
s; t=0
;
where P(k) df=(p(k;s; t))Ns; t=0 ∈ MN , keeping the subscript level free for further needs; the maximal k
for which P(k) = 0 is said to be a degree of P. With this convention we extend the de;nition of
the integral∫
R
P(x)M (dx)Q(x) df=
∑
k;l
P(k)
(∫
R
xk+lM (dx)
)
Q(l): (13)
We say that a sequence {Pn}∞n=0⊂MN [X ] is orthonormal if degPn = n and∫
R
P∗m(x)M (dx)Pn(x) = )m;nI; m; n= 0; 1; : : : : (14)
Due to (11), we can always write the sequence {{ n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0 as
 k; i =
N∑
s=0
k∑
l=0
p(l; s; i)k ’X l; es =
N∑
s=0
’p(s; i)k ;es ; p
(l; s; i)
k = 0; i ¡ s6N; (15)
where p(s; i)k
df=
∑k
l=0 p
(l; s; i)
k X
l.
Example. Take a positive measure  having ;nite moments,  ∈ C and de;ne a 2×2-matrix measure
by
M def=
(
 + )0 )0
J)0 )0
)
:
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If ||61, M is a positive de;nite matrix measure. Because the matrix M (R) is non singular, M can
be normalized so as to satisfy (4). However, the sequence of monomials can not be orthonormalize
with respect to M in the sense of (13) (even the normalization of x breaks down).
On the other hand, we can proceed with the semi-orthonormalization procedure. To simplify we
assume (X ) = 1 and try to compute the ;rst four elements of (10). For this we get
 0;1 =
1√
2
’1; e1 ;  0:2 = ’1; e2 ;
 1;1 = (a2 − 12a21)(’X;e1 − 12a−1=21 ’1; e1);  1;2 = 0;
where an stands for the nth moment of the measure ; the requirement a2− 1=(2)a21 = 0 can be met
for a large variety of measure . From this, we get the ;rst two matrix polynomials
P0 =
( 1
2 0
0 1
)
; P1 =
(
(a2 − 12a21)−1=2(x − 12 ) 0
0 0
)
:
Thus, the semi-orthonormalization can be performed in a fairly easy way and it allows to avoid
problems with inverting matrices wherever they come from, indicating at the same time its consid-
erable potential.
Now, we are ready to characterize the most wanted situation when orthonormalization is possible.
Theorem 5. Given an MN -valued measure M satisfying (4); attach to M the space HM and
sequence (10) and its semi-orthonormalization {{ n; i}Ni=1}∞n=0. Then the following conditions are
equivalent: 6
(i) for any 5nite array {{k; i}k}Ni=1 of complex numbers
N∑
i; j=1
∑
k;l
k; i Jl; j
∫
R
xk+l〈M (dx)ei; ej〉= 0⇒ all k; i = 0;
(ii) sequence (10) is composed of linearly independent elements;
(iii) the sequence {{∑Ns=0 ’p(s; i)n ;es}Ni=1}∞n=0 appearing in (15) is orthonormal in HM ;
(iv) the sequence {Pn}∞n=0 of matrix polynomials; where p(s; i)n df=
∑
k p
(k; s; i)
n X
k and Pn = (p(s; t)n )
N
s; t=0;
is orthonormal.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is established by Proposition 1, the equivalence of (ii) and
(iii) is trivial and the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) comes out from
)(m; i); (n; j) =
〈
N∑
s=1
’p(s; i)m ; es ;
N∑
t=1
’p(t; j)n ; et
〉
=
N∑
s; t=1
∑
k;l
p(k; s; i)m p
(l; t; j)
n
∫
R
xk+l〈M (dx)es; et〉
6 Notice that the fatal condition (5) of [10], p. 28, is just equivalent to (i).
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=
∑
k;l
〈(∫
R
xk+lM (dx)
)
(p(k; s; u)m )
N
s;u=1ei; (p
(l; t;w)
n )
N
t;w=1ej
〉
=
∑
k;l
〈(∫
R
xk+lM (dx)
)
P(k)m ei; P
(l)
n ej
〉
=
〈∫
R
P∗n (x)M (dx)Pm(x); ei; ej
〉
= )m;n)i; j:
Comments: The (semi-)orthonormalization procedure of the ;rst paragraph of this section, when
confronted with Theorem 5, allows us to carry out the orthonormalization mentioned in some of
the references quoted here and never worked out there (because, under the assumption about the
matrix measure made there, some di=culties may appear; just to mention, the statement (5) (cf.
footnote 6) of [10], p. 28, is one way false 7 and this implicitly may cause some problem while
trying to implement the would-be orthonormalization). Another question is how many orthonormal
matrix polynomial sequences exist and how they are related each to the other (especially to that
obtained by “Gram–Schmidt orthonormalization” of monomials), the argument used on p. 28 of [10]
is not applicable for this purpose. Let us notice we have no chance to touch here what is nicknamed
the Favard Theorem for matrix polynomials even if it may need a kind of completion (in which
case we would like to do this somewhere else).
5. Quadrature formula once more
First of all notice that, because of de;nition (13); one can immediately make use of formula (9)
for matrix polynomials as well. This is why we con;ne ourselves, in the quadrature formula we are
going to discuss more, to scalar polynomials exclusively.
Formula (12), when restricted to the space H(n)M (recall, it is the subspace of HM composed of
all elements ’p;f, degp6n− 1, f ∈ CN ), takes the form
A(n) k; i =


∑
(k−1; i) N6 (l; j)6N
(k + 1; i)a(k; i)l; j  l; j; k ¡n− 1;
∑
(k−1; i) N6 (l; j)6N
(n− 1; N )a(k; i)l; j  l; j; k = n− 1
(16)
and this describes precisely the way the operator A(n) acts inH(n)M . The operator A
(n) has dimH(n)M6nN
eigenvalues {{,(n)k; i }i}k (counting multiplicity) and the same array of eigenvectors {{u(n)k; i }i}k ; they can
be determined by writing down (using orthogonality of {{ k; i}Ni=0}∞k=0) from (16) a set of scalar equa-
tions (which in case of N = 1 lead just to zeros of orthogonal polynomials). Having this done we
can always write ’1; e as ’1; e =
∑
k; i 
(n)
; k; i u
(n)
k; i (notice, ’1; e are orthonormal) and all this gives us
7 More precisely, this is not a property of the “inner product”, even when N = 1, but something to be assumed
additionally about the measure.
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Corollary 6 (Quadrature formula # 2). Given an MN -valued measure M; for any n¿0 and ; # =
1; : : : ; N we have∫
R
p(x)〈M (dx)e; e#〉=
∑
k; i
p(,(n)k; i )
(n)
; k; i
(n)
#; k; i; p ∈ C[X ]; degp62n− 1:
This is what corresponds somehow to Theorem 3:1 of [5].
6. The nal remark
Let us declare that all that has been said here can be carried over to the case of operator valued
measures and operator valued polynomials as soon as a demand for this will appear (for some related
matters cf. [14]).
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